Advanced Security Solutions for Gaming Facilities
Today’s gaming establishments increasingly rely on technologically advanced security solutions to boost their overall performance. Casino bottom lines improve when table and slot cheats, “distract and grab” teams and other potential security breaches are prevented. The ability to effectively monitor all money exchanges and any dubious behaviour also safeguards casino revenues. At Genetec, we understand your needs and build our pioneering solutions around them. With a sophisticated virtual matrix, bandwidth optimization and built-in fault-tolerance, our IP security solutions enable you to effectively detect, investigate and stop fraud and crime.

Stay one step ahead. Genetec’s Security Center is a leading unified security platform. It seamlessly merges our IP license plate recognition (LPR), video surveillance and access control systems into one innovative solution. The Security Center is packed with powerful features yet employs a simple and efficient user interface.

This combination of power and simplicity creates one of the most advanced unified security platforms available today. The result? Now you can cost-effectively manage multiple security and safety systems, regardless of your organization’s size, locations or complexity.

Experience the power of unified security

We understand your security and safety needs

Gaming Facilities
Securing your gaming facility means protecting your guests and property. It also entails preventing false liability claims and closely tracking the flow of people and money through your establishment.

Gaming Floor
• Monitor players and employees at tables and slots
• Prevent false liability claims
• Identify suspicious people and behaviour
• Protect guests and personnel

Outdoor Perimeter
• Proactively detect suspicious vehicles and people
• Protect buildings and assets
• Conduct surveillance of armoured car pick-ups
• Monitor vehicles and parking lots

Retail Stores and Cashier Posts
• Ensure integrated surveillance of point-of-sale and cash-handling areas
• Manage access control to restricted areas
• Prevent employee and general theft
• Track time and attendance through access control
Our innovative, unified solutions deliver indispensable benefits

**High-Quality Video Imagery**
Our unified Security Center platform supports the diverse video requirements you need to effectively monitor the key areas in your gaming establishment. From gaming floors and retail spaces to parking lots, our system delivers high-quality video with H.264 HD and megapixel resolutions and frames rates of up to 30 fps.

**Unified for Greater Efficiency**
Our technologically advanced solutions are rapidly installed, configured and deployed, minimizing downtime. An intuitive interface and unified platform enable your security team to move through powerful yet user-friendly applications, increasing overall productivity and efficiency.

**Sophisticated Virtual Matrix**
Whether live or recorded, Omnicast manages networked video over numerous digital and analog displays. It preserves analog matrix functionality along with keyboards, joysticks, and PTZ controls. Our IP platform also pre-programs sophisticated event/alarm procedures from multiple sources, including video analytics and other integrated technologies in the virtual matrix.

**Improved Critical Response Time**
The Security Center indexes and analyzes data from video analytics, fire alarm, access control, LPR, point-of-sale (POS) and casino software systems. It automatically alerts your security team to suspicious activities, facilitating immediate incident investigation. Pre-programming your own alert criteria further enhances your team’s efficiency and decision-making capabilities.

**Ease of System Integration**
Our open-platform architecture gives you complete hardware freedom and allows you to leverage existing hardware investments. It also lets you readily incorporate third-party systems, including fire alarms, access control, video analytics, slot machine and other casino-related software, under one unified platform.

**Minimal Bandwidth Use**
Our multistreaming capabilities allow you to manage multiple video streams from IP cameras and video servers on the network. This includes the ability to configure your own storage requirements while optimizing bandwidth management. Our multicasting feature lets you receive optimal video quality while not flooding the network beyond its capacity.

**Unrestricted System Growth**
Setting new standards in scalability, the Security Center manages systems of any size. Whether combined or implemented individually, our solutions keep pace with your evolving requirements, integrating facilities, cameras and access controllers as needed. The Security Center’s Map feature lets you rapidly pinpoint and pull up specific cameras and doors, facilitating time-sensitive investigations.

**Complete System Reliability**
The Security Center supports failover options to ensure unrestricted 24/7 access to live and stored data and video at all times. Whether for specific high-priority or all cameras, the failover archiver automatically performs a failed component’s functions while maintaining data integrity.

**Automatic Vehicle Identification**
Our AutoVu LPR system lets you identify possible suspects and cheaters before they hit your gaming floor. AutoVu secures your facility’s entry and exit points. It accurately reads plates at speeds of up to 140 MPH (225 km/h) and compares collected plate numbers against hotlists and self-exclusion lists. Its automatic match alert allows your team to take rapid preventative action.
Why Choose Genetec? We are one of the leading IP security platform developers. In 1997, we pioneered the first fully IP-based open architecture security system. Our enterprise networked solutions have been shaping security management worldwide ever since.

Today our engineers continue to push back the technological boundaries in physical security and safety solutions. In turn you benefit from the industry’s most advanced technology. This includes our groundbreaking unified security platform. The Security Center lowers your total cost of ownership while delivering superior reliability and investigation and response efficiency.

With a global sales presence and loyal partners worldwide, we are there when you need us. Bottom line – we love what we do, which fuels our creativity, innovation and passion for doing it well.

“Working with ever-changing regulations in the gaming industry, our Genetec solution has given us the opportunity to be flexible, to easily go along with those changes. More so, we feel our solution has been easy to use, has been easy to train our operators on, and has certainly expanded our observation scope, as the sophistication of this technology has become simple with Genetec. Switching from a DVR-based system to Genetec’s IP-based system has really been like going from a horse and carriage to a flying car!”

Kani Neves
Executive Director
Sherwood Valley Gaming Commission
California, USA

“At the beginning of our partnership with Genetec, we started with an installation of 32 video streams and today we are growing into a solution with approximately 140 to 180 video streams. We chose Omnicast because of its ease of integration with our existing systems, its intuitive interface that allowed for efficient usage, its open architecture and its complete reliability.”

Christophe Cottinet
Director of IT and Video Surveillance
Casino Barrière d’Enghien les Bains
Paris, France

About Genetec

Genetec is a pioneer in the physical security and public safety industry and a global provider of world-class IP license plate recognition (LPR), video surveillance and access control solutions to markets such as transportation, education, retail, gaming, government and more. With sales offices and partnerships around the world, Genetec has established itself as the leader in innovative networked solutions by employing a high level of flexibility and forward-thinking principles into the development of its core technology and business solutions. Genetec’s corporate culture is an extension of these very same principles, encouraging a dynamic and innovative workforce that is dedicated to the development of cutting-edge solutions and to exceptional customer care. For more information, genetec.com.